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Upcoming Calendar Events

Weekly Weather Forecast

Sept. 5 - Labor Day
Sept. 10 - Quincy Farmer Consumer Day
Sept. 9-11 - Wake for Warriors
Sept. 15 - Grant PUD Employee Appreciation Day

Sept. 16-18 - South Park Golf Tourn.
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Labor Day
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MEMORIAL DAY 2023 CAMPGROUNDMEMORIAL DAY 2023 CAMPGROUND
RESERVATIONS ARE OPENRESERVATIONS ARE OPEN
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       Wishing you a Happy Labor Day and the start of September. 
 Besides some smoke to start off the weekend, it was a beautiful
Holiday with temps staying around 90 degrees and the smoke
cleared out.  

          Fall is just around the corner, but before Summer is over, we
have the Wake for Warriors for military Veterans coming up this
Saturday.  Quincy is having its annual Farmer Consumer Awareness
Days festival this coming weekend and the South Park Golf
Invitational is the following weekend.

Have a Great week!

Weekly Update

Office Staff
Crescent Bar Recreation Area

Central Washington Management Group
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Superintendent's Corner
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 Golfers,

          The poplars along the west edge of the course are already showing signs that they are soon to drop their
leaves. Fall is seventeen days away and that means we’ve entered the time of year where seeding and aeration
take place. Expect to see some areas marked out for seeding and do your best to avoid them, especially with golf
carts. The next aeration of the greens is scheduled to take place the last week of September, and this time around
we will be using what is called a shatter tine. The same machine that’s used for pulling cores will be used for this,
only the tines will be switched for a style that pulls no plugs from the green. Instead, it will stab into the soil with a
cross shaped tine that allows for the soil to come in contact with more oxygen, thus aerating the green and
leaving no mess behind. This means the greens will play very similar before and after aeration, even with a light
topdressing of sand. My weather app is calling for rain throughout the second half of September, which is very
exciting! Nothing irrigates like rain. Enjoy your time on the course! Thank you.

 Porter Hodges
Golf Course Superintendent
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          I would like to give a big shout out to some past employees who love and support the Crescent Bar Golf
Course, Ramon Sanchez and Sergio Sanchez. Ramon & Sergio have been working with our current crew on fixing
sprinklers in dry areas, putting in drains in low water spots and replacing old parts of the aged hydro-irrigation
system. Our Golf Course is unique in that it still requires hand-watering in many parts of the course. We do
continue to see a large amount of usage, with play increasing each year. We have just reached 9,000 rounds of
Golf played so far this year, with still plenty of golf season to go. Grant PUD is looking to upgrade some of our
older equipment in 2023, with a new Greens and Fairway mower, along with more Golf carts to help support the
tournament playability and the increase in usage.

          We want to thank you for your continued support and appreciate the relationships we have built in support
of this course.
 

Warren Lybbert
Central Washington Management Group

Owner/CEO
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DAVE HARRIS
TJ MCGAUGHEY
CRAIG PRICE
DEBBI MCGAUGHEY

144
129
123
122
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MARC
BRUNTZ

LARRY
SCHREIFELS

373

MARK
SWAN

252346

JOHN HALL
JAMES WHITCOMB
GORDON NIES
KASSI ISEMAN

98
74
71
56

Summer weekends fill-up fast.  

Please call ahead to Book your Tee Times. 
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